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Liliya Art Gallery is proud to present A Chorus of Bodies, an exhibition exploring depictions of the body in relation
to themes of identity and fiction. Featuring new and recent work by eight emerging female artists working in the
traditional mediums of painting and sculpture, A Chorus of Bodies invites viewers to see the body afresh, as an everchanging form, arising from our shared experiences of the world around us.
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The artists selected use fiction as a tool to disrupt,
expose and reimagine our understanding of the body;
challenging traditional notions of what the body can
mean and our relationship to it. The exhibition binds
the artists together through their collective fascination
in how fiction and identity can inform representations
of the body. The works consider how our bodies are an
impression of the world around us but also something
that can incite change; a two-way conduit and active
agent. Each artist fuses personal experience with the
multitude of images of the body we are confronted
with each day. Songs and stories, poems and
pornography collide, creating ambiguous narratives
that beguile the viewer.
Each artist conjures up a unique vision and
manifestation of the body, transforming and re-

Lena Brazin
Three Hands Crown (self- portrait)
40 x 30 cm
Oil and Acrylic on Linen on Limewood

affirming our understanding of what the body can
mean. Together, they form a collective voice of what
the body can mean today, creating a chorus of bodies.

ABOUT
Liliya Art Gallery provides a platform for some of the
most engaging and innovative artists working in the
fields of painting, sculpture and ceramics. We foster
diversity, transparency and excellence in everything
we do; offering an exciting space that supports multidiscipline, emerging talent from around the world.
Working with some of the best art professionals in
London, we have a strong and knowledgeable team who
specialise in helping clients build unique and valuable
collections.
For enquiries: info@liliya.uk
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